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Abstract—This paper presents TweeVist, a geo-tweet visual-
ization system to support users grasp event happens over time
and space from tweets while they browse any web pages based
on spatio-temporal analysis. TweeVist presents a tag cloud of
tweets in different time periods are associated with web pages
based on detected events. In order to detect events, the system
extracts normal events (e.g., crowded restaurants, crowded fa-
cilities in Walt Disney World) happen at anytime and anywhere
by utilizing machine learning algorithms, and it also extracts
unusual or special events (e.g., time sales, disasters) by comparing
current situation to those normal regularities. Thus, TweeVist can
effectively visualize a summary of tweets in a tag cloud to help
users immediately gain a quick overview of current situation or
events through time and space while they browse a web page,
and it can also effectively present a list of most related tweets to
help users easily obtain more detailed information. Furthermore,
TweeVist provides a communication function, which allows users
to chat with other users who browse the same web pages, or
Twitter users who follow an account of TweeVist.

Index Terms—spatio-temporal analysis; Twitter; web pages;
visualization;

I. INTRODUCTION

Microblogging services such as Twitter and Tumblr are
frequently used to express personal opinions, or to share
massive updates of events such as daily life activities and
incidents. Previous works usually assumed that tweets mainly
describe “what’s happening now,” they have been also a
common target for detecting real-world events based on ge-
ographical areas or location mentions. For example, a real-
world event detection system based on geographical pattern
mining and content analysis [8], [9]. Other examples for newly
visualization applications on microblogs include a tool for
aggregating and visualizing categorical attributes in Twitter
data through interactive map-based visualization [2], and a
system for querying, analyzing, and visualizing geo-tagged
microblogs [5]. However, these works focused on location-
based analysis of microblogging, they did not detect tweets
by considering locations with height information of composite
buildings. Actually, there are many events happen at any time
such as crowded restaurants and popular shops in different
floors of composite buildings at urban areas. While browsing
web pages without real-time updating, users are difficult to
obtain latest events or current situation from Twitter users.

Therefore, it is important to detect spatio-temporal events
include both normal events and unusual events to help us to
better understand dense space related tweets over time. To
achieve them, not only a map-based tweet mapping method,
but also a spatio-temporal mapping method of tweets and all
web page is necessary.

In this paper, we advocate TweeVist, a novel system for
visualizing tweets in different time periods are associated
to web pages based on detected events. Although several
tweet mapping techniques have been studied in our previous
works [10], [12], we have focused on location-based mapping
through the contents of tweets and web pages based on latitude
and longitude only, we do not solve the mentioned issues about
height and temporal information of tweets. Fig. 1 illustrates
an example of streaming tweets describe about different floors
of a large shopping mall nearby Osaka station in Japan, called
“LUCUA Osaka,” a tweet “Yummy!” reports a comment about
foods on the restaurant floor, a tweet “Cute nails!” reports an
impression of the lifestyle floor, and a tweet “Fit for me! I
will buy it.” reports an activity about shopping on the fashion
floor.

For this, we first propose a tweet acquisition method that
collects geo-tagged tweets based on content analysis and
region selection. Then, our method can detect tweets that
are related to target locations even though the tweets do not
include location names, and our method can also filter out the
tweets from target locations for which content is not related
to the target locations. This allows us to map acquired tweets
to web pages by matching location names extracted from
the acquired tweets and the web pages, and detect events by
using three types of machine learning algorithms to classify
tweets into different categories of small-scale facilities from
floor information of web pages refer to different time frames
of a day. To sum up, TweeVist has two main features: 1)
mapping tweets to web pages based on spatial and temporal
information; 2) visualizing a summary of tweets in a tag
cloud with web pages that can be changed over different time
periods.

The next section provides an overview of our system and
reviews related work. Section 3 explains how to map tweets
to web pages based on spatio-temporal analysis. Section 4
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Fig. 1. An example of tweets of LUCUA Osaka.

describes visualization of tweets. Experimental results and
conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND RELATED WORK

A. TweeVist: A Geo-Tweet Visualization System for Web

The processing flow of TweeVist is shown in Fig. 2. To
use this system, users are required to simply install a toolbar
(a browser plug-in). The system acquires geo-tagged tweets
from a certain region by using Twitter Streaming API1. The
certain region is determined by a northeast point and a
southwest point, we then obtain tweets in a rectangular region
surrounding these two points. The system acquire the URLs
of web pages that users are browsing with the installed toolbar
in a Web browser. Once a user browses a web page with the
installed toolbar, the system records the information into a
database, which is used for mapping tweets to the web page
based on a location name detected from the tweets and the
web page, and classifying the tweets in different time frames
of a day based on category names of small-scale facilities from
floor information of the web page. The system then returns a
tag cloud of tf-idf based words in tweets is associated with
the web pages during different time periods. Moreover, web
users can chat with both Twitter users who follow an account2

of our system and other web users who browse the same web
page [10]. In our system, anonymous of all messages (tweets)
can be maintained through Twitter services and a WebSocket
server3.

The flow of our system is described as follows:

1https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
2https://Twitter.com/@RtQAService
3https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/comms.html#network

• After a web user selects a web page to browse, the system
then returns a tag cloud of tweets under the web page is
presented in a Web browser; and tags can be changed by
the web user’s selected time period.

• When the web user clicks a tag, the system then presents
a list of tweets about it, in which most related tweets are
presented in the Web browser.

• When the web user sends a message through a chat box
of our system, the system presents it in the tweet list,
Twitter users or other web users can receive it.

• When a Twitter user replies to the message of the web
user through Twitter service; the system presents the reply
relating to the web page in the tweet list.

B. Related Work

Recently, event detection on Twitter has been a very popular
research area with many applications, such as a trend detection
system by identifying bursty words [4], the discovery of
breaking events by using hashtags in Twitter [1], and an
open-domain calendar of significant events extracted from
Twitter [8]. Our work is unique from these studies because our
analysis aims to explore spatio-temporal events from tweets
that may help in providing users with more complete and
useful information.

Several studies have focused on problems such as the
summarization and detection of topics in Twitter as well as
the mass clustering of tweets. TweetMotif taken an unsuper-
vised approach to tweet clustering [6]. Our goal is similar
to this work, we utilize a clustering method to categorize
the tweets based on spatial and temporal information. For
detecting location information of tweets, Yamaguchi et al. [11]
proposed an online location inference method that exploits the
spatiotemporal correlation over social streams to predict users’
locations without geo-tagged data. In our study, we utilized
geo-tagged tweets and web pages to predict users’ current
locations, even the tweets do not contain local words.

Numerous research works have shown the usefulness of
tweet classification in many domains, ranging from detecting
user communities are recommended to the advertisers in
Twitter [7], and real-time and geospatial event features from
tweets to enhance event awareness [3]. These works focused
on topics in Twitter, in our work, in order to classify tweets
into small-scale facilities in different time periods, we focused
on spatial and temporal information of the tweets.

III. MAPPING FUNCTION

A. Tweet Analysis

For analyzing tweets, we first detect location names within
a radius r of a region by using Google Places API v34,
from latitude and longitude of acquired geo-tagged tweets.
Then, our server database manages {Twitter user ID, icon
URL, latitude, longitude, location name, tweet, word set,
acquisition time} (central part of Fig. 2). Next, we determine
tweets that are related to the detected location names, it is

4https://developers.google.com/place
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Fig. 2. System architecture.

necessary to analyze the content of tweets and to filter out
the tweets that have a low relation to their locations by a
morphological analysis of nouns and adjectives. Therefore,
we selected tweets that contain many feature terms (high-
frequency words) describe locations. In particular, we acquire
a total amount n of tweets based on a given location, and
calculate average frequency of each word i that appears in
each tweet t. Moreover, we use a standard sigmoid function
1/(1 + e−x) for weighting feature terms related to location
names to increase the weights of them.

m∑

i=1

(
#tweets with i

n
× 1

1 + e−x

)
× 1

m
(1)

x =
#tweets with i

n
(2)

Here, m denotes the total number of words that appear in
tweet t. If Eq. (1) is more than a threshold value, t is related
to its location. x as a DF value of i is calculated by Eq. (2).

B. Web Page Analysis

For analyzing web pages, we first extract high-frequency
nouns of web pages from snippets of the acquired URLs by
using Yahoo! Web API5. Next, we detect feature terms like
location names from extracted high-frequency proper nouns
by using a morphological analyzer, called JUMAN6. Then, all
location names in each web page are geocoded to latitude and
longitude information by using Google Places API v3. Also,
we extract categorize names of small-scale facilities, which
are labeled manually referring to floor guide information of
composite buildings in web pages.

5http://developer.yahoo.co.jp/
6http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/EN/index.php?JUMAN

C. Tweet Classification

In this work, we classify tweets based on category names of
composite buildings from web page refer to 8 time periods are
divided by each 3 hours of a day by adopting three classifiers,
k-NN (k-nearest neighbor algorithm), naı̈ve Bayes classifier,
and SVM (support vector machine).

k-NN. It is a simple classification algorithm based on
a similarity of a target data and a training data by using
Euclidean distance. We extract nouns and adjectives from
tweets and calculate a vector of each tweet by using the DF
value of each word in the tweet with Eq. (2) into a target set.
Also, we assign a class (category name) for each tweet into
a training set. For fitting the DF values of all words in each
tweet, if there are q types of words appear in all tweets, vectors
of each tweet are represented by an q-dimensional space. The
similarity of a target set F and a training set L is calculated
using vectors of tweets as follows:

sim(F,L) =

√√√√
q∑

i=1

(Fi − Li)2 (3)

Therefore, we can extract the class of each training data
with the highest similarity. Then, each target data is assigned
to the most common class of its nearest training data by a
majority vote.

class =

{
j where {cj} = max{c1, ..., ck}

reject where {ci, ..., cj} = max{c1, ..., ck}
Here, k=8 classes of the training data are acquired by

Eq. (3).
Naı̈ve Bayes classifier. It is a probabilistic classifier of the

supervised learning algorithm. We calculate the probability of
a training set of tweets and classes (category names).

P (C|Wt) =
P (C)P (Wt|C)

P (Wt)

Here, Wt extract a bag of words from each tweet, and C
denotes a set of classes. Therefore, a class of each tweet can
be determined if it has the highest probability.

SVM is a supervised learning model for classification
and regression analysis. We adopt a linear kernel for tweet
classification with SVM, and it can classify the tweets by using
a training set as well as a training set of k-NN.

Based on the above, when Twitter users post tweets and a
user browses a web page, the system can present tweets that
are relevant based on a location name, and classify tweets
based on category names from the web page in different time
frames of a day. In this case, the database stores obtained
tweets, obtained web pages, detected location names, and
labeled category names (central part of Fig. 2).

IV. VISUALIZATION OF TWEETS

TweeVist user interface has three parts in a Web browser: a
web page browsing part on the top, a tag cloud with a time pe-
riod selection bar and a chat box on the bottom left, and a tweet
list on the bottom right (see Fig. 3). Users can easily grasp an
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Fig. 3. TweeVist user interface.

overview or detailed information of events from tweets refer to
both time and space while they browse web pages, and web
users and Twitter users can also communication with each
other in real time.

A. Tag Cloud Generation

For generating a tag cloud, we apply a tf-idf method to
classified tweets in 8 time periods. We calculate tf-icf values
of each word i that appears in tweets by using tf and icf as
follows:

tf =
#i in each time period

total #words in each time period

icf =
total #categorizes in all (=8) time periods

#categorizes with i

Therefore, we can generate a tag cloud of tweets by adjust-
ing font sizes of feature words based on their tf-icf values.
Although the position of words is important in a tag cloud, in
this paper, we provide an intuitive interface by changing font
sizes only in different time periods.

B. Visualizing Tweets over Time and Space

Users can browse a web page and simultaneously obtain
a tag cloud of tweets referring to all time periods and a
list of streaming tweets which are related to the web page.
Furthermore, users can freely specify a time period and click a
tag to view its related tweets. As an example in Fig. 3, which
depicts a user browsing an official website of Walt Disney
World Resort in the Web browser, TweeVist presents a tag
cloud of tweets refer to all time periods (checked ALL TIME
as a default) and a list of tweets sorted by the time (latest to
earliest) which are related to the web page based on a location
name, “Walt Disney World Resort,” the user can immediately

Fig. 4. Users interact with TweeVist.

gain a quick overview of Christmas events from the tag cloud,
e.g., Star Wars, during the holiday season.

Fig. 4 shows user interactions on TweeVist, when the user
checks a time period 7-11, TweeVist then returns a tag cloud
of tweets located on Walt Disney World Resort in the time
period of 7:00-11:00, e.g., the font sizes of “mickey” and
“minnie” are decreased, and the font sizes of “fine” and “pass”
are increased around morning (7:00-11:00) from a tag cloud
of tweets in all time periods (Fig. 3); and the user clicks a
tag entrance, TweeVist shows a list of most related tweets
about “entrance” sorted by the time (latest to earliest), the
user can easily obtain more detailed situation about entrance
information of all theme parks from the tweet list.

V. EVALUATION

A. Dataset

The dataset has been built retrieving 31.6 million geo-
tagged tweets between 2015/7/13-12/17 of all Japan. In order
to evaluate the accuracy of tweet classification based on floors
when locations are composite facilities, we narrowed down the
test dataset (totally 7,366 tweets during one month) in a large
shopping mall “LUCUA Osaka” nearby Osaka station with a
radius r=200m as shown in Table I. Table II shows category
names based on floors which are extracted from the web page
of LUCUA Osaka. Since some floors in a composite facility
are the same genre, we grouped some floors into the same
categories, e.g., 1F to 7F can be grouped into “Fashion,” and
9F and 10F can be grouped into “Lifestyle Goods.”

13 subjects identified if the tweets were related to categories
or not as a training set. If the tweet was less related to its
category, subjects gave a score of 1; if the tweet was related
to its category, subjects gave a score of 2; if the tweet was
strongly related to its category, subjects gave a score of 3; if
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL DATASET OF LUCUA OSAKA

LUCUA Osaka
(Lat.34.703289, Lon.135.496242)

within a range of a radius d=200m
Time Period (2015/10/1-10/31) #Tweets
06:00-09:00 (morning) 847
09:00-12:00 (before noon) 1007
12:00-15:00 (past noon) 1209
15:00-18:00 (evening) 1496
18:00-21:00 (early at night) 1734
21:00-24:00 (late at night) 1073

TABLE II
CATEGORY NAMES OF FLOORS IN LUCUA OSAKA.

Floor Floor Information (Class) Category Name
10F LUCUA Dining Restaurants

9F
Books and Culture,

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle Goods

8F
Body Care & Cosmetics,

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle Goods

7F Men’s Wear, Women’s Wear Fashion

6F
Young Women’s Wear,

Men’s Wear Fashion

5F Women’s Wear, Men’s Wear Fashion
4F Women’s Wear, Men’s Wear Fashion
3F Women’s Wear, Men’s Wear Fashion
2F Women’s Wear, Men’s Wear Fashion
1F For Ladies Seasonal Products Fashion

B1F Sweets, Food, and Cosmetics Sweets
No Relation Others

the tweet was not related to its category, subjects gave a score
of 0. Categories of tweets were defined if the average score
of each tweet was the maximum value.

B. Accuracy of Tweet Classification based on Floors

We compared the accuracies of tweet classification with k-
NN, naı̈ve Bayes classifier, and SVM by calculating RMSE
(root mean square error)7 of #categories and the average
scores of tweets in each category of LUCUA Osaka, and
precision to measure the relevance of tweets in each category
of LUCUA Osaka. The RMSE values and the precisions of k-
NN are 0.096 and 0.513, respectively. The RMSE values and
the precisions of naı̈ve Bayes classifier are 0.311 and 0.124,
respectively. And the RMSE value of SVM is 0.088. k-NN and
SVM are good results, however, many tweets are classified into
“No Relation” by SVM, we need to remove them for training
the learning data by using SVM. In particular k-NN could
identify adjectives, e.g., delicious, in the tweets. For example,
a tweet “Very satisfied this amount in normal size at 650 yen!
Yummy!!!” could be classified into “Restaurants.”

Through the whole results, several tweets are often wrongly
categorized, when specific shop names or chain store names
appeared in the tweets. For instance, tweets contain a chain

7https://www.kaggle.com/wiki/RootMeanSquaredError

store name “Umeda Store” of various categories, but they
are wrongly classified into the category “Sweets.” Another
problem is orthographic variants because Japanese could be
written in both Kanji and hiragana.

C. Verification of Feature Words changed over Time

We calculated a tf-icf ranking of feature words of each
category in each time period. In order to verify how about
feature words changed over time, we compared top-15 high
tf-icf words of each category in different time periods shown
in Table III. Here, underlined words denote the feature words
of a category appear in different time periods, and bold words
denote the feature words are related to the category. The results
and findings are shown as follows:

• In category “Restaurants” (10F), the correlations between
every two adjacent time periods becomes high from past
noon (12:00-15:00).

• In categories “Lifestyle Goods” (9F) and “Restaurants”
(10F), the related feature words are increased from past
noon (12:00-15:00). For example, no feature words about
foods appear in the morning (06:00-09:00) because there
are no tweets related to restaurants before opening.

• In all categories except the category “Restaurants” (10F),
we could confirm that the feature words are greatly
changed in different time periods.

In summary, there are low correlations of feature words
of each category between every two adjacent time periods.
Then, we confirmed that topics of tweets of each category are
changed over different time periods, since many feature words
of each category are different in different time periods.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we developed a novel geo-tweet visualization
system (TweeVist) to support users grasp events over time and
space from tweets through both the contents of tweets and web
pages based on spatio-temporal analysis. TweeVist maps tweets
to web pages by matching location names, and classifies the
tweets in different time frames of a day based on category
names of floor information from web pages. Experimental
results show that TweeVist can effectively map related tweets
to web pages in different time periods, and it also can present
a summary of tweets in a tag cloud, to help users gain a quick
overview of current situation about each category (floor) of
composite facilities.

For future work, we plan to enhance TweeVist based on ex-
perimental results and verification experiments will be carried
out for many types of composite facilities in different time
periods with many more subjects. Furthermore, we will eval-
uate the usability of users viewing tweets and their summary
information associated with web pages through TweeVist.
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TABLE III
TOP-15 HIGH tf-icf WORDS OF EACH CATEGORY IN ALL TIME PERIODS

XXXXXXXXCategory
Time 06:00-09:00

(morning)
09:00-12:00

(before noon)
12:00-15:00
(past noon)

15:00-18:00
(evening)

18:00-21:00
(early at night)

21:00-24:00
(late at night)

Restaurants
(10F)

kitchen, Lucua,
north, Osaka

engagement ring,
piece, exhibition,
garden, Meguro,

art, full, staff,
way back,
last night,

enjoyed, birth,
sa, diamond,

chain

have a meal,
sundubu,

yam, Korea,
octopus dumplings,
bush, flow, refresh,

bamboo, pot,
Khao Man Kai,

kitchen, tree,
mango, cuisine

Volga, pone,
refresh,

have a meal, pity,
accessories, pearl,

hopeless, condition,
lower right, destiny,
octopus dumplings,

green onion,
well, reception

rotation, sushi,
Capricciosa, zumi,
octopus dumplings,

Atari, sweet,
photo, hot,

people, asnas,
boss, reviews,

managing director,
president

chair, village,
jump, exercise,

Satsuma, cooking,
studio, pasta,

lasagna, holiday,
experience,
classroom,

cuisine, Korea,
sashimi

Lifestyle Goods
(8F, 9F)

outside, time,
multimedia,

Yodobashi Camera,
use, Umeda,

Osaka

fried chicken,
sky, classical,
two, opponent,
sincerity, ku,

rawness, char,
Marche, design,

friendly,
happiness,

ume, SLOTH

Kinokuniya,
floppy disk,
beach, art,

detour, earphone,
show, gym,

enter hospital,
procedure,
EVOLTA,
anniversary

hammer, pliers,
clumsy, finish,

tassel, fur,
elegant, claim,

season,
early spring,

well, short, bread,
head office,

eye

light bulb, noisy,
pity, burn, speaker,
customer, broadcast,

usually, child,
fried chicken,

winner,
crowning glory,
shopping, kaya,

garlic

top, food, ume,
cable, corde,

Tully’s,
satisfaction,

plain clothes,
cosiness,

lens, bamboo,
help, cold,
he, sleepy

Fashion
(1F-7F) —

dessert,
Halloween, sweet,

after the meal,
agar, correct,

earring, this time,
aquatic, train,

miscellaneous goods,
selection, period,

now, design

light, week,
pork buns,

guy, seminar,
brother, sister,

semester,
school, help,
lesson, new,

east, Satsuma,
EVISU

strawberry,
sally, juice,
smoothie,
Banana,

money, Uniqlo,
Chaplin, heart,
everyone, girls,

customer,
safety, guy, navy

gym, loose, dark,
marshmallow,

soup, poisoning,
shop, Daikan,
yama, sense,

beauty,
position, sword,

implication,
groom

Mi-chan,
next, call,

earring, girls,
collection,

event, just now,
arrive, number,

limitation,
su, everyone,

bow, type

Sweets
(B1F)

the bulls, lock,
matter, open,
Starbucks,

Starbucks Coffee,
status, terrace,

next week,
man, LOL,

series, entree,
coat, central

Minas,
Luminarie,
roux, stall,

gold, every time,
shoes,

shoeshine,
pear, pot, top,
hand, period,

clothes, activity

morning, house,
orchid, image,
staff, chance,
FamilyMart,
Star Festival,
this month,

Milky Way, exist,
weekday, period,
new moon, man

like, everyone,
under, dream,

couple,
bookstore,

mischievous,
weekly, alloy,

Khao Man Kai,
fire, moments,

strong, egg, tart

circle, cafe,
Tajima, feast,

paradise,
ease, fortune,
supermarket,

camp, special,
spoon, visit,

Burden,
counseling, space

tourism, fortune,
stressful, origin,

highball,
market, tension,

Burden, specialty,
Craft, hobby,

counter, Tokyu,
occasion,
pancake
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